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GROUPED OPTIMAL AGGREGATION TECHNIQU E
 
1. SCOPE	 =.at
This document contains the description of the Grouped Optimal Aggregation
Technique (GOAT). The purposes of the GOAT procedure are!
„	 (1) To calculate minimum-variance unbiased estimages of acreage and
production for zones (states), regions and any designated arbitrary
collection of acreage strata.
(2) To calculate the mean squared prediction error for the acreage and
production estimages.
The procedure uses yield estimates, historical acreage information, and
a	 direct acreage estimages for each acreage stratum as inputs.
Included in this documents is a system overview, technical description of
the GOAT procedure, input formats, content s of the standard and optional
output reports, description of the individual subroutines, and description
	 7






k1> 2. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS o
! The following documents forms a part of this specification;














Th s, section contains the description of the GOAT software and the necessary
hardware.	 It includes:	 diagrams showing both system level flow and'the
hierarchy among subroutines, descriptions of the input;
_.
files and the
output	 and detailed descriptions of all subroutines. 'It also contains
information about the computer system,
3.1	 SYSTEM FLOWCHART
1
The system level flow diagram for the GOAT Program is given in Figure 3,1.1.












The software for the GOAT program is operational on th(r EODL National
Advanced Systems 3000 ('AS=3000) at the NASA Johnson Space Center Noustons
Texas, On the AS-3000 the program is ruin under the Virtual Machine












































3.3	 TECHNICAL SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION
' The purpose of the GOAT procedure is to cal^,ulate minimum variance unbiased




are based on a dirett'satellite imagery data." The region is divided into -a
total of n acreage strata which become the basic elements on which,data are
collected.	 For each acreage strata there are yield estimates, variances of
qyield estimates. 	 direct satellite acreage estimates, ) and hist4ria'l acreage
data.	 In some cases data are lost or cannot be collected and direct
acreage data are not available.	 Thus acreage strata are designated as being
- of Class I or Class II.	 Strata having direct acreage estimates are termed
Class I and strata having no available direct acreage data are Class II.
The GOAT procedure is designed to fully utilize the available Class I
j direct estimates and the given historical data for both Class I and Class,.!/'II
strata,	 The preceding, in effect, accounts for the missing Class II data.
r
r she aver, data set on a region contains information on the n acreage strata,
It is assumed that there 'are a total of m Class I acreage strata, O<m<n..
The re ion usually is made up of a number of zones (states) each of which




acreage strata are also assigned to the yield strata. 	 There is a total
of r yield strata, ran, each of which consists of a subset ofacreage strata.► iF
Usually a yield stratum can be considered a zone, but in generlal this is
not	 ,te case.
	
The only restriction placed on the strata, zones, and yield
# strata is that each acreage stratur7is assigned to only-one zone and one
yield stratum,
In general the use of tha data in the following equations is represented
in standard matrix forms.	 The matrix notation is given by b, b and B
E where b represents a constant, b represents a vector and B represents a matrix.
`
rV
The transpose of the vector a is presented by aT .	 For each^f.lass I stratum,









The vector of direct estimates for the m Class I strata is given as
T
ti	
d1, d2 , ..., dm
The variance-covariance matrix of d is denoted by E and its estimate is
2	 12	 2
E`;	 s DYAG Cri s a20 ... , am
These within-stratum variance estimates, a2, m4ist be g i ven for each of the
m Class T strata. Let a denote the trm^ acreages of the target crop of the
	 Al
j	 current year. Let a be partitioned as
a T k T , aT 1	 tit
a:	 wmrre al
 iJ the m by 1 vector of target crop acreages for the Class I strata
t
	
	 am  
a Is the (n-m) by l vector for the Class II strata, Note that there 'pare
only &+sect estimates for al
 given by d. There are no direct estimates for
they C 'ass TI strata.
k u	 For the r t yield strata, we denote 'n 	 the given vector of yield estimates
g for the n
	 1^eage ;r't •a a.
Theipartitipning of 
n 
is done in the same way as a, that is 	 J,	 ii
11
T	 r ^T ^T





`	 WaJere nj is, 3. m b'y 1 vector of yield estimates for the Class I acreage strata
and likewise, is,a (n-m) by 1 vector for the3Class II acreage strata. Note
that since the number of yield strata, r, is less than or equal to the number







`ri._i 1^	 Se	 JI
is, there are only r unique yield estimates which correspond to the r yield
A
strata; The vector n* is denoted as t,	 he r by l vector of uniqu e yield
estimates. In order to associate acreage strata with yield sirata 
the n by r watri x U is defined by
x 1
U i 1 if the ith acreage stratum is in the j th yield stratum
0 otherwise.




Also corresponding to the vector of yield
A
estimates,*, is the two r by r j
variance-covaHance matrices of T* and Q*-	 The matrix of the estimated !,
variance of the n* vector is given by T The estimated variances of the
true yield is given by A*.	 Once again in order to associate the n acreage
strata with the r yield strata for these two yield variances, 	 the U
matrix	 is used to obtain the two n by n matrices of
T = UT*Ur
and
S	 U	 3* UT •
The input variables are
 n T	 A l	 n	 A
'n - Cn' n 2' ,"^ n rJL	 .1
T	 DIAG [ At,  ,
	










/s	 r 	 n
in which	 tj 	and w	 must be given for each of the J s12,..., r yield
strata.
	




where n	 is one of the r yield estimates of the n* vectorzorresponding to === `°
the ith acreage stratum.
The n by n matrix of T is given by-
t
-	 ^1	 1	 ^	 ^T- 6-DIAL	 t	 J	 t	 J	 ,.,, t	 J 2 2	 r	 r J
where t.. is. the variance estimate for the j t . yield stratum. and ,d_, is a _k.
by ki, ones matrix where ki is the number of acreage strata in the ith.yield
stratum.




Note that B-DIAG stands for blocked diagonal matrix,
	
For the n by n
g variance matrix Q, the result is similar to the T matrix; that is
^ SZ - B-DTAG	 w	 J	 s	 w	 J	 , • • • , :w
	
J:""	 1	 1	 2	 2	 r	 r
where cad is the variance of the true yield estimate for the Jth yield stratum








i 	 R 	 x	 K.S.	 r.. z..xs.< 	 r	 r ^tt ads a::
In determining estimates in the GOAT procedure models for the crow acreage
.._
data are first considered.




Y h + e
AU	 ti	 ru
where Y is a proportionality constant,	 is an n by i vector of historical ratiotih
crop acreages and 
c 
is the random error term. "The-variance-covariance
'^. matrix for the error term c is given b y the n by n matrix H.	 The Ci3matrix
p is assumed tq be diagonal and partitioned into elements for the Class I for
C
. Class LT garfttg as
'," H' = B-QIAG [Hl, H2
' where H	 is,,a,m by m matrix and H 2 is a (n-m) by (n-m) matrix.	 The above
,ratio model can be generalized for any two consecutive years. 	 The general
form of the ratio model becomes
J
<<




is the n by 1 vector of true crop acreages for year to 	 likewise
v
a	 for year t-1, Y	 is the proportionality cots tint between the two_
^, t	 1
consecutive years t and t-1, and a	 is the random error term.
titN
r
In the input data
1
set there are a t¢tal of N historical years of the best
s
acreage estimate of ^,t.
	
These values are denoted as
Note that the h vector give n for the ratio model (1) ca'ti be cAosen to be
7t anyone of these N historical acreage vectors a
t or some other	 iven
historical acreage data for another year.	 In fact i.t can be a 1 sumed that there
is a gap of k years between the current year and the historica`^ ratWot
r year (h).	 Toward this end the ratio model takes on the follows.` g form:
^
;.,








 is the selected ratio year, k is the-number of gap years, and y
is the proportionality constant to be determined, in this model, h is , theru
best estimate of tiTo and tiTa+k Is the true acreage estimated for the To+k
current year.
The estimate of the H matrix is now found by first finding the estimates	 ` ^n




=	 dj	 hl O/ (4)=1 	 a =1
where	 is a m by 1 vector from h corresponding to the Class,h 	
ru
AI acreage 7
strata.	 The maximum likelihood  estimates of Yt are found by solving the
following nonlinear equation,
m	 n f 	 ^
p( t^i)A -`E[ 1 - p (t, i )) p(t-l,iv(1:Y t 	^t-1 ' i)3 (5y
i =1	
i =1 (t-2,3, ... ,N)
where p(t,i) is the percentage of crop coverage in year t for stratum i l
and is given by
p(t,i) = a t (i )^Ai (6)
th	 rwhere a,t(i) i s the i	 element of at and Ai is the total area for the i th
acreage stratum.
	
The H matrix is then found by first computing:
a2-
	 )-Y	 p(t-l,i) 2 	Y	 p(t-1^i)(1-Ytti	 t
	 t
p(t-l,i)).
	 ( 7 )t,,[(P(t,i
Next, 02 is computed as










OF , OOR QUALITY
t
Finally the diagonal estimates of the H matrix are found to be,





y	 p CTo 	 )	 ,
y X i	 -1	 Xi »1	 (10)








The true production of the target crop for the current year is given by
77
i p ^ YT (12)
s where y is the n by 1 vector of true yield values. 	 The general form, of the
s
production estimator is g iven bP	 i	 s	 Y
ti
where X is a n by m matrix,
	
As will be seen, this estimator for production




is to be determined
so that the production estimate has unbiased and minimum
	
variance
properties.	 7i'he focal step of the GOAT procedure is to find this optimal
matrix X which minimizes the varia nce of the production esti mate.	 In order
to find the form of thi s X matrix, the mean squared prediction error (MSPE)







uOR1 10INA	 PAGE r
OF POOR QUALITY
E(p-P)	 nT H n + y2 hT(1 + T ) h
AU 	 ^,	 ti
+tr (H R) +nT X(z+H^) 7T 
nn,
+ tr (TX (E + H
	 T) -2nT X H	 n l
1 ^'
(14)
where tr denotes the trace of a matrix.
	 For the production estimate to be
unbiased,.,we find that the X matrix must meet the restriction - T
X h
	 h C,1 b )
that is multiplying the n by m X matrix`-Jn the right h l by the Class
ratio year acreage values results in the n acreage strata values.
	 For the (^
production estimate to have,'i nimum
 variance, the MSp l	 of
production is mi;ni.'mi,zed with respect to X and find that




1 i -,	 1
h 1+ B -1 + R6 -1 (16)
ti W




. r( 1^T 9)
-1, 
9 nT H {17)^







ORIGINAL PAGE 19 C;
OF POOR QUALITY°
Note that
(U U) = DIAG k 0 k s ##•o k_l	 2	 rJ1.
where ka is the number of acreage strata in'the jth yield stratum.
An acreage estimator is found to be a special case of production estimations
in the production estimator, let
	 a is a ,,n by 7 vector of'
ones and Q = T = 0.	 In this special case,
A = 'T d	 C^	 1
where X	 is a m by 1 vector; defined by
X	 hT	 B -1	 h Y'[,hT
n
 . e ^- eT	 HB _11	 l
 B
_l 
hT * B_	 H	 eN1
n
1N 'IV	 tiT1'f	 A,l	 0,l	 (20)
Where 
el is a m by 1 vector of ones.	 `Che'MSPB of acreage is found to be
F(A`A)2 	 Cti^l 
B_l	
l^wl (e	 1 B-1 H1 ti1)2
T H^	 B" 1	 H1 el + eT H	 ``1`	 (21) J	 '
where B = E + Hl.
In order to further utilize the data, the acreage strata are grouped according
to how well the ratio model (1) fits.
	 The acreage strata are di vided into
groups which give smaller estimates of the H matrix for each group than if
H is estimated using all of the strata.
	
A grouping of the strata is found t
in which the `ratio model fits better than if it were applied to the entire
collection of strata.	 To test whether the 'H matrix is smal l for a group,
the MSPE of the acreage estimate which is given fn equationj21) is considered, v










after; combining the acreage strata of the i th and th9	 ^	 group.. The two group.,:
will be combined if
V(i J) < DO) + V(3)	 (2 )
Otherwise the two groups are loft as two separate groups. A complete search,
of<all the possible combinations of the acreage strata for grouping search
is not pract cal,"si:nce there is a large number of passible matches evert
for a small number of strata. Instead, the grouping search is started by
considering each stratum as a group and key on the stratus having the
minimum acreage value in the historical year used In ratio,-Model (1). This
minimum historical acreage stratum is then considered and the following ratio
of the acreage MSPE is found
4
P = M'") + V(3)1 / V(1*^j)	 (g3)
where 1* indexes the group having the minimum historical acreage and
indexes a group that is eligible to be combined vIth the t* group. The




1 V(i*O,]' X )	 (24)	 i
whereAMAX indexes the jth group eligible to be combined with the a* group
that results in the maximum p value. Whether or not to combine the i* and
the j MAX groups is then decided. If It is found that 
PMAX	
1.0 ,	 (25)
then the two groups are not combined:,, The i* group is then flagged as
Ineligi ble for grouping in the current step 0 the. search. The next
largest minimum historical value among the nonflagged strata is then
found. After a combination has occurred, then any flagged strata are
reconsidered for grouping. l
Note that for each stratum, the grouping search requires ^tnforMation Indicat-
ing which of the other n-1 strata are eligible to be combined to it. This









if the i th acreage stratum can be
JOIN ( i ,J) -
	 grouped with the Jth stratum.
	 (26j-
0 Otherwise
where i,3 = 1,2,3,,..,n. Also note that for the Class II acreage strata,
the grouping search must combine a Class II stratus to at least one Class I ,,
stratum. This is because an estimate of y m ►, st b^f associated to the Class II'
strata. In order to accomplish this association ;jn the grouping search,
we automatically combine the i* Class II to the jMA^ Class I strata. In this
case for the Class II strata, 
AMAX 
becomes
A MAX = V(JMAX) / V(i*) AMAX)
because V(i *)
 :does not exist for the case of a Class II stratum. A Class II
stratum cannot be directly combined with anotherr Class 11 stratum.





group-by-group. That is, equation (16) is applied to ,just the acreage strata
belonging to a group and a sub-block of element values for the X matrix is
found. The X matrix is bui'lt by placing these group subblocks together
into the final optimal matrix X
	 This completed matrix is then used in the
production estimate.
The estimations for any given subset of the acreage strata is found by the
following process. S donetes the _set of acreage strata that makes up
a zone, the region or any arbitrary subset of strata. `to find the production
G estimate, a masking operator is applied with respect to 
	 and find
j
E ;	 P,(s)	 nT X d







Where do is the vector o f yield estimates for th e acreage strata in S only,
That is, the yield estimate values for strata not in S marked out of the
vector n. The masking occurs by settfng the element to zero. The estimate
of MSPE for production becomes
E(P-P)2
nu
no H n + (r ^)T Ono + To) fr h)





+ tr [To X+H 1 } X
T




F	 Where no 	 1A	 and To indicate that elements, rows, and columns corresponding
to strata not in S are masked out.
	 Also,	 the n by n matrix r is defined as
r'= DIAL (
	 1	 y	 n
where g i is the index of the group containing the i th stratum and y Cg i ) is
the estimate of gamma for this group.	 The acreage estimate for S 4^comes.
	 '
4	 A(S)	 _ XT d
(31)
where the i th element of the X'vector is found to be Y)	 1
X(i) =	 CC2 (i)/C 1 	 ^(i)]	 Ch	 O/b(i)] + Ciii)/b(i)] (32}; ,
where is taken over the coverage set S*',
	 That 'is, for strata not in S*,, the
corresponding el ,errAnt of ,X is set of zero.
	 This coverage set S* is defined
as the union of all ,groups of strata which have at least one stratum in S.
Then -









r	 ^	 ^	 o
thWhere b(j) is the j element of the B matrix and the summation is taken
th
over the strata of t4 groupJn which- the I stratum is found in. Also,
is where both summations are taken over the strata contained in the intersection
thIN,	 of S with the group In which I	 strata is found, -^,,, lso, the first
summation is for all the strata and the second summation is for Class 11 only.
The estimate of MSPE for acreage becomes
where, agotn H ts the masked matrix containing only the strata in S.
3.4	 INPUT FILE DESCRIPTION
Two files, a control card file and a data file, are required for execution
of the GOAT program,	 These arse described in section 3.4.1 and 3.4.2,
3.4.1
	 USER DEFINED CONTROL CARD FILE
(FILENAME,) (FILETYPE) (FILEMODE)
..
The Control Card file specifies the parameters qf the data that are inputs to
the GOAT program.
	
Each record consists of (1) a "keyword" which begins in
column one and is at most 10 characters long and (2) input parameters in
columnsll through 80.	 Numbers in a series must be separated by commas,
blanks are optional,	 Continuation of a series of numbers in a record is
indicated by a comma, followed by an ampersand (, Q after the last number on
the card image.
The data from this file is used to set the variables in the PARAM COMMON block
L
}





positive number This record gives the
. :number of acreage or area
2
strata that are included
in the data file.
HIST YRS	 positive number The tfptal number of
historical years.
HMOATRIX YR	 positive number Number of consecutive
0storical years,starting
with the first, that are }
. used for calculating the
.
H matrix.
RATIO YR	 positive number The number of the historical
year used for rationing. 0
GAP	 positive number The number of years gap
v





OPTION SET positive number The number of optional or
arbitrary sets (pzones) of
acreage strata.
SCALE positive number The scale factor for the
acreage units. (optional,
default value is 1)




`	 CROP free format Crop type for report
_
information (Optional).
JOIN At least 2 and up to
F
List of acreage strata
13 five-digit positive ,ID's that are '1igib1e 'to
numbers', separated by
commas, be joined with the first
ID in the list.	 No more
than 12 acreage strata may
be joined to the first.
The numbers are separated
by , commas.
	 a
PZONE At least 1 and up to Lisa, of acreage strata ID's in
249 five-digit positive
numbers, separated by a pseudozone Ozone or arbitrary
commas. set.	 No more than 20 pzones
(arbitrary sets) are accepted.






COM14ENT free format This optional record gives s
any comments for report
il0ormation.
CHECK: OUT 0 2,3,4, or 6 This optional record is =1^
used for diagnotic purposes
only.	 (pefault value zero),,.
For a description of the
output generated by the
values of CHECK OUT, see q
section 345.2. _.
END*_ none Thi s r ekbord '1 qent -' ieS
the end of the user defined 1
records (optional).
An example of a Control Card Me fo l 1 ows : , fry
AREA STRAT 12 }






UNITS Acres and bushels
E
CROP Spring small grains
,
JOIN 17001, 18001, 18002
JOIN 17002,,.18001, 18002, 18003, 18004, 18005,






E The Data File contains the ,relevant data for each acreage	 (or'^-,trea)^s.tratum
There is a maximum of 250 records, al l having th e y5 ame format,
ft
Format of a record
Variable ,. 1
Columns Format Name Contents




8-10	 ', 13 IDYL SR ID of the y •i el d s tra tum
11 1X Bla nk
'^12- 20 F9.2 DACES Direct acreage estimate.
_. - -,
21-22 2X Blank
23=31 F9.1 VDACES Variance of DACES.	 o
32-33 2X Blank
34-42 F9.3 TAREA Total area of acreage stratum.,
43 ix Blank
44-51 F8.3 YLDEST Yield estimate.
t 52 Ix Blank
53-59 F7.2 VARTY Variance of true yield.
i
-60-66 F7.2 VARES.Y Variance of estimated yield.
i 67 1X' Blank	 -
68-157 10(F9.3)' HSACRE Historical' acreages for each
i historical year (10 years maximum).,
*The M of the acreage stratum has the form xxyyy, where xx is a 2 digit zone
ID and yyy is a 3 digit identification for the acreage stratum in that zone.




The fol l ovi;nq list sh.owq the eRviyal ence hetween tfle. namgs , s^e,d i;n tt^e data file
and FORTRAN rQutines, and the yector notattgn qgeid in Section 3.3, the technical
Software Description, and tn;e repRrt, tsQe gktted RatiRstimati.on for La ,rOe Area
Crop Production"- by Alan K. rfeiieson. Tht!^ 1t4t wQgld he v4e ful
, 
for compartsons.,


























3.5 ". ,OUTPUT p scR^PT^ON
The lOAfi program has standard and 9ptt4n4l outs}ts	 These outputs can he	 7
placed into a file or sent to the printer, depending on the re sponse of
d	 the user to the GOAT EXEC (see section 41 ►
3.5.1	 STANDARD OUTPUT
The 3 ,tandard output consist of three serttons. 	 Fi°rst, an input summary- of the
control" card file is given.
	
This output '1.5 generated by the si0routine REACFL
and is an echo check of the i ,nformat,ion giyyen in the control fi,?.e.
The second output Section is a data s-ummary of the acreage and yield strata.
For each acreage stratum, the following are output,
1)	 Acreage stratum identifying number.
t
s	 2),	 Direct acreage estimate (d vector).ti
3)	 Variance of the direct ac,r( age estimate (a`
4)	 Coei:ficient of variation for the direct acreage estimate (in percentl,
-5)	 Historical acreage for the ratio year (^h vector), 	 y
For the yield strata, the outputs are the ytel d estimate, -yari;ance of the true
yield and the variance of the estimated yield. 	 These yield values are given for
each acreage stratum showing wrjich acreage strata belong to the yield strata. 	 Also	 j
on this yield strata output page, the group indicators for the acreage strata are
given,
The thi rd section of the standard output is for the acreage and production estimates.
-	 _A page of output is given for each zone, for the region and for each selected
arbitrary set of strata.	 Each page of output begins with. a list of acreage strata
identifying numbers of strata for which estimates are being made. 	 This page of
output finishes with six estimated values. 	 The actual estimate is 'given along with.
the associated mean squared prediction error and the root mean squared predi.cti:on





There are optional outputs ayailahle to the user WhIch are accessed by the
keyword CHECK OUT in the Control Gard ffle, This yariahle allowA the user to
call for additional checks• gn
 the input datA or for diagnostic checks on the
grouping search of the acreage strata. The; pos^stble val°ues for CHECK OUT are
2,4,5 or 6. Any other value given for thfs variable 's ignored and results i ,n	 j
no additional output. The value of 2 9-1yes addi tional echo checks of the input.
	
i
data. 'The subroutine CHECKI is invoked by subroutine REAM only when the value
of 2 is given 'to CHECK OUT,
The Value of 4, 5 or 6 results in diagno4ttc outputs for the grouping search of
the acreage strata iJescribed in section 3,3. A yalue of 4 results i,n output on
the final grouping search. This tncludes^'group indexes, gamma estimates for each,
group, estimated H,matrix, and estipaated X vatrix. The value of 5 or 6 adds
step-by-step information on the grouping search. tp the output given by the value
of 4. A Value of 5 giveY, to CHECK OUT results 'fn abbreviated in formation for







The purpose of GOAT is
(1) To produce minimum variance, unbiased estimates of acreage and pro-
duction for a country, zones (states), and any arbitrary set of area
strata using yield estimates, historical acreage information and direct
b
acreage estimates for each acreage stratum.
(2) To estimate the mean squared prediction error for the acreage and	 i
production estimate. 	 1
Specific Purpose
The GOAT program is the main driver"'4hich calls the subroutines listed
below.
Linkages
GOAT calls subroutines READFL, WING, PREST, STATS, ZONES, REGION, and ARB
Interface
Galling sequence;






COMMON Block Variables Used.
See Appendix A for a complete description of the COMMON block variables.
COMMON	 ELEMENT	 VARIABLE	 INPUT/








NAME POSITION	 NAME OUTPUT
2	 GROUP(250) I
^ 3	 HMATRX T
Note, these 3 variables are returned to the main routine from WING which
























The purpose of subroutine READFL is to
i	 (1) read the data contained in the Control Card File and set the value of
the variables in the PARAM common. For a description of the variables
of the Control Card File, see section 3.4.1,
(2) Call the subroutine RDATA to read the data file.3
(3) Set the JOIN(t,J) matrix, the ARBSET(I,J) matrix, and the historical
acreage vector for the ratio year.
Linkages
p READFL is called by GOAT,
READFL calls RDATA. READFL is also calls CHECKI if CHECK OUT equals 2.
For a. descri ption of CHECK OUT. see Ontional Outnuts. section 3-.5.2.








IERROR	 0	 Error flag with values
0 OK
1 keyword unrecognized.
2 acreage stratum ID unrecognized in JOIN
record.




COMMON Block. Ya rtaW es Used










3	 NYASl kfi Q
4	 RATOYR 0
GAS, 0
-  IsCALE(sa)_ Q
7	 TUNSTS (80) 9














I DO-loop index, array -variable.
J DO-loop index, array variable.
LINE Array to hold characters on control card in columns 11-80.







INDEX Index of names in DATA statement,
KEYWD Four character keyword on control card. 	 «
KOUNT r count of the number of numbers on a control card, the	 °°
value of the function NUMBR,
NAMES Array containing 15 data names"(first 4 characters of
keyword).
NUMBR See function VUMBR.
r	 TEMPI Temporary variable to hold remaining characters of the
-control card keyword that are not stored in IIKEYWDII
TEMP2 See TEMPI
I 11 ACOL 1,0 1 umn 1 ndex to th c -JOIN pia tr i n  .
INXROW Row index to the JOIN matrix,
F	 LINENO` Counter of the lines in the control card file,




4 Disk	 Control- Card Ftl e
Outputs













The subroutine READFL searches the Control Card File for the number of
historical years NNSYRS in order to send it to the subroutine RDATA.
	 Then
RDATA is called and returns NORECS, the number of data records,
	 (Phis is
used as a check against the number of acreage strata, NAS, reported in the
Control Card File.)	 Through the common block DATA, the subroutine RDATA
also supplies READFL with the acreage strata ID's (IDSR) which are used
to set the JOIN matrix.
The Control Card File is rewound and READFL processes each input record
and sets the variables in the common. block PARK
	
Each input record is
echoed back in a summary report,
For each "JOIN" record, a row of the JOIN matrix is set.
	 In this record,
t each acreage stratum may be ,coined to no more than 12 other acrea ge .strati_
In other words, a "JOIN" record is,
 l imited to no more than 13 acreage strata
IDIs.
For each ""PZONE"' (pseudo-zone) record, a row of the ARBSFT matrix is set.
An arbitrary set or pzone may consists of 1 through 249 acreage strata.
READFL will accept no more than 20 pzones.
After the "END*" record or end of the control card fiieREADFL sets the J
- historical acreage vector for 'the ratio year, HRATYR. 	 Next, it tests the
number of optional or arbitrary sets reported in the Control Card File
against the number of pxones counted.	 If they disagree, the latter is used x
acid a message is issued. 	 READFL checks if the "JOIN" matrix is symmetric,
and if it is not, a correction is made with a+<,iessage
	
Finally, if ""IOUT""
has	 been set to 2, the subroutine CHECKI	 is called',	 (See description in 3.6,7)
READFL returns the parameter IERROR to the main routine. 	 If it is non-zero,
the program stops. 	 Non zero values of IERROR are described above under































































l NUMBER OF PZONES
N





















The purpose of subroutine RDATA is to
(1) Read the data file.
(2) Set the vector CLASS1 which indicates whether an acreage stratum has
Class 1 data or not.
Lipkaes










NHSYRS	 I	 Number of historical years.	 °?
NORECS	 0	 Number of records in data file
COMMON Alock Variables Used
See Appendix A for a complete description o^ :




_NAME	 POSITION	 USED	 OUTPUT
DATA
Al












ELEMENT	 VARIABLE	 INPUT/	 a





8	 VAR TY(250)	 0
9	 VARESY(250)	 0
"





j	 Unit	 Tye	 Descri Pti on




The subroutine RDATA first checks if the number of hi storical years is
nonzero	 and then proceeds to read each record of the data file.- 	 For .;+
each acreage stratum with Class r data, the vector CLASSI is set equal to .
y I.	 For Class 1.'^ data, the yector is set equal tq Q.	 (An acreage stratum
has Class I
	
data if satellite data has provided a direct acreage estimate.)y	
A count of the number of records is maintained and returned to READFL
through the parameter NORECS. 	 If either the variance of the true yield
or the variance of the estimated yield is zero, it is reset to a small
value (to avoid division by zero in subsequent subroutines.)	 Letting the





f	 % ( c.f. equati ,Qn 3.2Q, Fi;eyesgn). for the prQOyct`1,)n estivate as tkte >yoriance
approaches zero, In this special case the R matrix approaches W and if all
the components of the yield vector, no are set equal to 1 the production
equation, 
nT Xo d o reduces to give the optimal acreage estimate.
Flowchart
See figure 3.6.3.1 for a flowchart of the subroutine RDATA.
Listing















The purpose of subroutine ZSORT is to arrange the records of the data file
such that all acreage strata of the same zone are together.
Linkages







NORECS	 I Number of records in data file.
NHSYRS	 X Number of historical years.
COMMON Block Variables Used
a








3 CLASSI ( 250)







COMMON ELEMENT VARIABLE	 INPUT/	
1









I DO-loop counter over acreage strata.	 r
J DO-Poop counter over acreage strata:
ICUR Pointer to the current 'ono number.
ICURI Pointer to the next zone number.
ITOP Contains the current zone number:	 t;;,	 1
INEXT Contains the next zone number.
a JMIN Minimum range number of DO-loon for searching-
through zone numbers
ICHECK Contains the zone number of acreage stratum
during DO-loop search.
a
ISAVEi i=1,2,3 These variables save values of 	 tie data records
SAVEn n=4,...,9 during the exchange of records. 	 A
HSAVE(10) These variables save the historical acreage











During each iteration through the number of acreage strata, zone numbers of
consecutive acreage strata, each located with pointers, are compared, The 1
zone number is the first two digits of the acreage stratum ID, IDSR. If
these numbers are the equal, the pointers each move down one and the
comparison is repeated, If the zone numbers of a pair are different, the
second pointer compares the remaining zone numbers with the first or current
one of the pair. If an equal zone number is found, the pointer to the
current zone number moves down one (to the unequal one) and the data .records
of the respective pointers are exchanged, The second pointer continues`
searching for equal zone numbers. When all exchang`6s are finished, the
pointers are incremented by ones and the process begins again until all
acreage strata are grouped by zone numbers.
1
Flowchart


































PI - pointer to the current zone
LET ICHECK number, ITOP.
BE NEXT ZONE NUMBER ** P2 • pointer to the next zone
STARTING WITH INEXT number. INEXT,
a











OF INEXT AND THE LAST ZONE	 YES	 g
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4The function NUMBR counts how many identification numbers are on an inputted
line from the Control Card Pile,	 The function returns the courst as its{







Argument 	 I` 0 Description
LINE(80)	 Y Array of characters which is a_
particular line of the control card
} file.
NUMVEC(250)	 D Array of identification numbersf
found in this input line.
;s NUMBR	 0 Count of the totalnumber ► in the
,F
array NUMVEC.

















The function NUMBR receives an array of characters which represents one line
of the Control Card File. , This line has been read column-by-column into aW
integer array (1*4) using an Al format. Thus, each element of the input
array coming to the function contains one character/digit of the particular
line of the control card in character format. The character iu the integer
(i.e.,32 bit word) is left Justified. The line of input has 80 characters,
but only columns 11 through 80 are used. Columns 1 through 10 are reserved
for key words. The function extracts the segment i'dentifi'cation numbers
from this character string which is contained in the received array. The
identification numbers are assumed to be separated by commas,	 1
,
The subroutine 14A1BN converts the character 0 digit into an integer
digit.
The function NUMBR starts to ,build the identification number from the digits
returned from I4A1BN. The function NUMBR stains by s,earch.ing the received
array and skips to the first nonblank character. On fi'iadin a nonblank
character, the function determines whether or not the character is a digit
and calls the subroutine 14AlBN if it is a digit, If the character is not o,
a digit, then the function assigns a number to the output vector NUMVy C and
returns. 'rhe function continues to search for the next character. If ^V
is read, then the function reads the next line of the control card file and
y,
reinitiates a search on this new received array. if a , is found, then
another number is added to the vector NUMVEC and the search of the input
,, c









The subroutine I4AIBN takes a numeric digit that has been read in by ar
character format and conve rts it-to a integer form.
	 -
ank^ a^^









IFLD(20)	 I	 The input numeric digit in	 v
character form.
NCNFLD	 I	 The total numeric digits input
(set to 1) .












The subroutine I4AlBN converts the character di g it into an integer digit by
exchanging bytes around using logical variables. If the 'input
character is not a digit 0 to 9 0
















	 is used as a diagnostic tool to check out information contained in
the control card file and some of the information contained in each record
of the data file,
Li nKUes
CHECKI is called by READFL.








COMMON- Block Variables Used
See Appendix A for a comple+a description of the COMMON block variables.
COMMON	 ELEMENT VARIABLE INPUT/














COMMON ELEMENT VARIABLE	 INPUT/
NAME POSITION NAME	 OUTPUT
0_. JOIN(250,250)	 I
f 0 :,NARK	 I



















IAS DO-loop index for the acreage strata.





E Unit Type Description
6 Disk or Printer Control	 Card file variables














The purpose of subroutine GRPING is to group the acreage strata in such a
manner that the variance of combined acreage strata group is less than the
G'




E GRPING is called by GOAT.





CALL GRPING (NGRPS, GROUP .HMATRX)
r Cal ling sequel►Ce pars pete rs
* Input
Argument	 Ou tput Description
F NGRPS	 0 The number of groups,
GROUP	 0 -Vector containing the croup number for
each acreage stratum.
x^ z
'HMATRX	 0 The H-matriX or the diagonal
dispersion matrix containing the
°s variance of the error term in the
ro ortionalft





Bl ock Variables UsedCOMMON
z
j




































I0i p0-loop i ndex for array variable Q^l
i'l,dl DO-loop index for array variabl e. 1
k
s
IAS Index of the acreage strata.	
-	 ,F
NHX The number of acreage strata in the combined group
'corresponding to the current maximum variance ratio,
	 ±!
HMAT H-matrix restricted to acreage strata in current group.
HMIN The minimum historical acreage in the ratio year.
a IDEL Index of acreage st^'ata/group being absorbed by the
INEW , group.	 Quantities related to the IDEL - acreage
strata are being deleted or set to zero.
IGRP The I-th groups IGRP, designates , the active group with
the minimum historical acreage.
IMIN The index of the acreage strata/group having minimum
historical acreage (IGRP = GROUP(IMIN))-.
IiEW The index of the Class I acreage strata/group that is
retained.	 The INEW-group absorbs IDEL group.









ISET Vector of absolute indices for acreage strata in
the current group.
JGRP The J-th group designates the Class I group being
^ considered for combination with IGRP, the T-th group.
LINE Data statement containing four underline symbols.
NSET Number of acreage strata in the potential group
which is formed from the two groups IGRP and JGRP.
The group's variance ratio has not yet been
determined to be the maximum.
GROUP Vector containing the group number for each acreage
stratum.
HTEST Primary vector used to group acreage strata.
For each acreage stratum I, HTEST(I) contains the
historical	 acreage in the historical	 ratio year.
ILINE Index used for underlininq which is in a data statement.
J
INDEX Holds the  group number of an acreage stratum that
is a group indicator (i.e., 	 it has activity value 2).
INDHX Vector of absolute acreage strata indices in current
r
group to be used for the H-matrix.
ITEMP DO-Loop index through current group which may be
temporary depending onsucceeding variance ratios,
NUMII Number of Class II acreage strata.
RATIO Ratio of VOPTJ	 variance of a Class I acreage
strata/group or VOPTI + VOPTJ, sum,of the variances
F' of 2 ClassT acreage Strata to VOPTIJ, the variance
of the combined group.






SLINE	 ,, Data statement containing four * symbols for star-lines,
VOPTI The acreage.mean square prediction error, MSPE, for
the I-th group, IGRP
	
(optimal variance I-th group).
VOPTJ The acreage mean squared prediction error, MSPEs for
the J-th groups the Class I group that may be joined
to the I-th group
	 (optimal variance J-th group).
VTEMP Temporary variable holding the acreage MSPE for the
group resulting from combining the I and J-th groups.
This variance is temporary until the maximum value
of RATIO is found.
ACTIVE Vector that maintains the, ; status of - each acreage
stratum during the grouping process. 	 Active's values n
and their ,meanings are;
ACTIVE VALUE DESCRIPTION
d
1 Initial setting that activates all _acreage strata
' All strata with this setting will be considered
f
further in the grouping algorithm.
2 Setting for an acreage stratum with maximum historical
t;,
acreage but one not eligible to be joined to any other
acreage strata group or one that gives a RATIO value
<	 1;
3 Setting for the IDEL acreage strata group that is
being absorbed' in the INEW group.
8 Setting for a Class IT acreage stratum that has been
considered but for which no eligible Class I stratum
° could be combined at the current state of the
grouping algorithm.
9 Setting for a Class IT acreage strata that has been





CLASSI For each Class I acreage strata, the Class I vector
has value 1.	 For Class It strata the value is zero.
GAMSPE The mean squared prediction error for acreage of a
i
group,
HMATRX The H-matrix or the diagonal dispersion matrix
containing the variance of the error term i n the
proportionality model	 (see equation 1, section 3.3.
F or equation 2.1, Weighted Ratio Estimation for
AgRISTARS, Fieveson).
HXTEMP vector temporarily saving the kl-matrix values
calculated for the current group.
ISOLAT Number of isolated Class IT acreage strata.
JFIRST The first acreage stratum which is eligible to
he JQi.ned to the minimum historical acreage
strata/group, the IMIN stratum.
JOINIM Inpex of the Class I acreage stratum that wil l be
Joined to the IMIN stratum.
RATMA'X The ma xi mum yea 1 ue of RATIO.
VOPTTJ The meat squared prediction error MSPE (or optimal
variance) of the group resulting from the,union of
the I-th group,
	















The subroutine GRPING groups acreage strata based on the estimate of the
acreage variance for the group. The subroutine is divided into two parts
to deal first with Class IT acreage strata and then the remaining Class r
strata.. A class I acreagq..5tratum is one for which a direct estimate based
on satellite data has been given: A Cllass IT stratum has no°direct estimate.
At the beginning of the routine each acreage stratum is "acttyated" and is
initialized to be a group by itself, the diagonal H matrix i.s set to zero,
and the mean squared prediction error (MSPE) for group acreage simplifies to
the variance of the direct estimate for ClassI strata.
if there are any Class It acreage strata then the one with the minimum
historical acreage value in the ratio year (RATOYR) is chosen to be
grouped with some Class I acreage stratum. If there are none ini.tiallytor
no active Class II strata remain afterprevious grouping attempts, t.Ke
program checks that each Class II stratum has been combined with at least
one class II stratum, Then, either it stops if there ts an isolated Class
_IT stratum or proceeds to the second part, the Class T groupi-ngt_
Using the JOIN matrix the program checks if any Class I acreage stratum
is eligible to be joined with the minimum acreage Class rr stratum. fif none
is eligible, the program lreturn;; _ to the remaining Class II' strata and finds
the stratum with the next largest minimum historical acreage value. If some
Class I stratum group is eligible to be joined, the progrorn determines the
maximum value of
RATIO = VOPTJ / YOPTIJ
where VOPTJ is the acreage mean squared prediction error (MSPE) for the
class I group and `VOPTIJ is acreage MSPE of the group formed by combining
the Class I and Class II strata. Also the elements of the H matrix for this
combined group are returned from the subroutine AVOPT and stored temporarily.
y
3-55,
Next, several variables are changed to reflect a grouping in which the Class
II stratum is essentially absorbed into a class I group. The Class M"
stratum is assigned the same group number as the Class I group, The two
historical acreages, for the ratio year are added and the result is stored in
the HTEST vector where the Class I acreage was stored and the position in
HTEST storing the Class I'I acreage is set to zero, Since th,is Class I'I
stratum has been absorbed in a Class T group, it Is excluded from further
active consideration and the number of isolated Class rrs is decreased.	 *
With the new grouping the JOIN matrix is changed so th.at the row and column
for the Class II stratum are all zeros and the row and column of the new
group are changed to reflect the addition of the Class 17 stratum to the
Class I group, The matrix is also kept symmetric. Also the elements of the
H matrix corresponding to the absolute acreage stratum index (versus the
sequential index in group) are stored. The program reactivates Class IT
strata that were considered but not eligible to be combined with any Class X
stratum at that time. The program repeats the process of grouping the next
active, Class II acreage stratum with minimum acreage.
i
When every Class ?I acrea ge stratum has been combined with a Class I group,	 i
the program proceeds to the second part, the Glass I search. _Here, also,
the active stratum with minimum historical acreage is found. It is
designated as the IMIN stratum and IGRP group. If there are no active strata,
the grouping is complete and the subroutine returns the grouping, H matrix
and number of groups to the main routine. Assuming the active Class r	 (
stratum with minimum historical acreage has been found, the JOIN matrix is
checked to see if any acreage strata/group is eligible to be joined with it.
If not, this stratum is deactivated and the one with the next largest
4istorical acreage value among the active strata is located. Proceeding
through the acreage strata/groups that are eligible to be joined to IGRP,
the program determines the maximum value of
RATIO = (VOPTI + VOPTJ) /_VOPTIJ
where VOPTI is the acreage MSPE for the group IGRP, VOPTJ is the acreage
	 r
MSPE for the acreage strata /group which is eligible to be joined with IGRP,




If the value of RATIO is less than l ,O, the grouping is rejected since
the combined variance is more than the sum of the two individual variances.
If this happens , the IGRP group is deactivated and the program returns to
find the next largest minimum histoM cal acreage group.
When two acreage strata/groups are combined, several variables are changed
as in part I to reflect this. Essentially, the acreage strata/group with
minimum acreage absorbs the other one and values such as its group number,
LATEST, and the JOIN matrix are set accordingly, Any deactivated Class I
strata with active value 2 are reactivated to L and the procedure returns
to the beginning of the C1assl search.
The grouping procedure ends when all the strata have been deactivated so
that a IMIN stratum cannot be found. This happens when (1) RATIO is less
than 1 which causes the IMIN stratum to be deactivated to value 2, and a
return to the beginning of the Classl search (which searches only active
Class I strata ) or (2) no acreage strata/group is eligible to be joined to
the IMIN stratum which results in deactivating it to value 2 and returning
to the beginning of the Class 1 search. The acreage strata are checked to
see if all Class Ir strata have been deactivated to 9 and if all Class K
strata have been deactivated to 2 or 3. (An absorbed Class I stratum is
deactivated to value 3).
Finally, the group numbers arP rchanged so they are sequential and the
number of groups is counted. Control returns to the main routiAe.
Flowchart
See figure .6 .1 for
	 f lowchart o the GIVI NG subroutine.g	 3 ¢8	  a wck^ t f h_	 I
}
Listin g
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-x USING VOPTIJ FROM {
SUBROUTINE AVOPT FIND
CLASS 1 STRATUM TO




GROUP, HTEST, AND GAMSPE
VALUES FOR NEW GROUP
SET VALUE OF II MATRIX FOR
A NEW GROUP
REACTIVATE ALL CLASS 2
-_ STRATA WITH VALUE 8 TO
VALUE j I
DEACTIVATE ABSORBED
7 STRATUM, IMIN, WITH
VALUE 9







OF POOR QUAI.	 t ,
SEARCH ACTIVE ACREAGE STRATA
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E5
USING VOPTIJ FROM SUBROUTINE
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e
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PATIO REJECT GROUPING AND DEACTIVATE
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GROUPING IN JOIN MATRIX, CHANGE
GROUP, HTEST, GAMSPE VALUES,
DEACTIVATE ABSORBED STRATUM,
I IDEL	 WITH VALUF 3
REACTIVATE ANY CLASS 1 ACREAGE








Subroutine FIND2 finds the indexes of the acreage strata belonging to two
groups that are being considered for merging.
	
It also finds the number of
a
acreage strata in the.new group,
L4 nka es








GRPl	 I Group number of the first group
(group with minimum historical
acreage) .
GRP2	 I Group number of the second group
possibly being joined to GRPl.
GROUP	 I Vector containing group number of
each acreage stratum.
.NAS	 I Number of acreage strata._




0 Vector containing the absolute












Unit	 Type	 Description	 ?t
O
6	 Printer	 Warning message of group with no members.
Description
While running through the acreage strata by indexes from 1 to NAS, the
program compares the group number of the current acreage stratum with either
of the group numbers GRPI or GRP2. If they agree, the index is placed in
ISET, and NSET is incremented by one. The subroutine checks the final value
r	 of NSET and prints a warning if it equals zero
Flowchart




i See Appendix B for a compil








I	 3,6.10 SUBROUTINE AVOPT
Purpose	 1^
The subroutine AVOPT ca1"culates the mean squared prediction error of the
acreage estimate and the variance matrix for a ^ .Jvgni set of acreage
strata.
t	 LinLq es
AVOPT is called by the subroutine GRPING.





CALL AVOPT(NSET,ISE'f,VOPT,HMAT) 	 a
Calling sequence parameters:
Argument	 I/O	 Description
NSET	 I	 Total number of acreage strata it!
the input set of acreage strata.
IST(NSET)	 I	 Sequential indexes for the acreage
strata.
VOPT
	 0	 The acreage mean squared prediction
error for this set.
HMAT(NSET)	 0	 The variance matrix associated with




COMMON Black Variables Used
7
e
See Appendix i^ for a complete description of the CO
	 ON blocks.
COMMON	 ELEMENT	 VARIABLE



































Intermediate calculation for H matrix,
Intermediate calculation for H matrix,
Intermediate calculation for H matrix,
Intermediate calculation for H matrix.
Intermediate calculation for H matrix,
	
c
Intermediate calculation for H matrix,
Component 1 of the mean square prediction error
(MSPE) of the acreage ebtimate,
ED2	 Component 2 of hisP of the acreage e5tima e.
.r
Bpi	 Component 3 of :MSPE of the acreage'stimate.
BOT
	 Summation of the historical acreage for the Class l
anrpan9 rtrafa inf +ha ninon to
VARIABLE I
NAME DESCRIPTION b




Gamma for the current year raised to the K(GAP) power.
KYEAR Indexing of the historical acreage years of data.
:i
KYRMI KYEAR minus 1, the lag year. 	 l '
THETA Intermediate calculation for the H matrix.
BMATRX Intermediate calculation for the H matrix,


















The subroutine begins by calling the subroutine HGAMMA to obtain the
historical acreage ratios. 	 The subroutine AVOPT then continues by using
these ratios to calculate the acreage variance matrix.	 Using values in the
DATA common blocks and this variance matrix, the subroutine finds
_	 subcomponents to calculate the mean squared prediction of the acreage
estimate.	 The subroutine finishes with a check on the subcomponents found.




See figure 3.6.10.1 for a functional flowchart of the subroutine AVOPT.
F
Listing










































The subroutine HGAMfiA calculates the Ot t , the historical acreage ratios, for
the historical years that are used in calculatj'ng the H matrix.
Linkages





t Call ing sequence parameters:
Ar ug ment ,De cri pti on
NSET	 I Number of acreage strata in the potential
group which may be formed from IGRP and





Y Vector containing acreage stratil indices
for potential	 new group.
HISGAM(10)	 0 The historical gammas that are calculated
in this subroutine.
COMMON Block Variables Used




ELEMENT VARIABLE	 INPUT/ r
NAME	 POSITION USED	 OUTPUT
PARAM
•	 1 NAS	 I
.i








COMMON ELEMENT	 VARIABLE	 INPUT/
NAME POSITION	 USED	 OUTPUT
DATA
6	 TAREA(250)	 I




E Intermediate value used to compute SUM1 and SUM2.
H Crop acreage_ proportion in (K=l)-st year. 	 This
intermediate value is used to compute SUM1 and
SUM2.
I DO-loop index,
W Intermediate value used to compute SUMI and SUM2.
XD Sum of the historical crop acreage proportions in K-th
E
year over the acreage strata in the group.	 This value
:d
is used to calculate DEM and DELTA. j
BOT Bottom or, denominator in the ratio for the starting
value of Newton's iteration for GAMMA.	 It is the
sum
	
of the his Orical acreages in the previous
' year or (K-1)-th year with respect to the current
I year (K-th years ) u
i IAS fc"r Index oeage `-strata.
TOP TOP or numerator in the ratio for the starting value
fori of Newton's iteration	 GAMMA.
,r GMAXr Maximum allowable value for gamma..
LEFT The left hand side of implicit equation for y.
i Equation 5 section 3.3 or see equation 4.19,






SUM1 Component;	 in the numerator of DELTA.	 Intermediate
calculation in Newton's iteration.
SUM2 Component in the denominator of DELTA.	 Intermediate G
`. calculation in Newton's iteration.
DELTA DELTA is the change in the approximation for gamma
in each iteration of Newton's method.	 That is
it corresponds to - f(x)/f'(x) in the iteration
scheme;
i
HPMAX Maximum value of HISPRO over acreage strata t
referenced by the vector ISET
KYEAR Index of the historical years, from 2 to NYRSiH.
Also index of the gammas., 	 `, g
KYRMl K-th year minus one, i.e., the year preceeding the
K-th year, I
NITER- Number of iterations.
RIGHT Right hand side of implicit equation for y.	 See
"LEFT" above for reference. i
HISGAM Vector containing the historical gammas for the
`
years 2,3 ... . 	 NYRSIH.
HISPRO The historical proportion of crop acreages, i.e.,
historical acreage divided by total acreage for a
stratum.
NITM X Maximum number of iteraticans of Newton's method.
RELDEL Relative delta, i.e., the ratio of DELTA, the.









The subroutine is designed to calculate the historical gammas for the years
2,3,.., NYRS1H. The essential feature of the subroutine is an application
of Newton's method to solve the implicit equation for gamma. (Equation 5
of section 3.3).
The gammas are the proportionality constants used in_th'lb equation
at ^ Yt at-1 + et
p
; where a t is an nxl vector of stratum crop acreages in the year t and et is
a ^ a uvn^ vacr.v^',.
	 nn a-proximate starr ingj value of	 yt,	 needed _^_^^
	 Newton S
S'






where h i are the historical crop acreages 'in the (k-1) st year and d i are
Y the historical crop acreages in the k-t;h year (or d	 ate the direct acreage
r estimates in the current year) for the n acreage strata in the potential
group under consideration•
For :-each of the k years, k =2,,.., NYRSIH, the program computes the
^ starting value of gamma.
	 When equation 5, Section 3.3 is modified to the	 ^
form f(Y) = 0, it is feasible to apply Newton's method to approximate Y.
)
i
r First, necessary components for the method are computed and then the
r successive approximations to Y are computed by the formula
Y i	 Yi-1	






The" program continues thiswhere V denotes the first derivative of f.
iteration until either
f(Y'i -1 ) / f" (Yi„1)
_	 < .00001
Yi-1
-	 or the number of iterations exceeds NITMAX which has been set to 26, In
the latter case, the last computed estimate of Y is saved in HTSGAM.
A final adjustment is made on'the values found for gamma. If the value
of gamma is less than ,.005, then the value is reset to ,005, and if it
is greater than GMAX, it is reset to GMAX. (GMAX	 .995 / MAX (pi)
where n. is the histaric l crop . arpane nrnnnj+f` ion fnr the .-th arraanP
stratum in a group).
x
Finally, it is determined if each y satisfies equation 5 Section 3.3 to
	 .
within 4 significant decimal places. The subroutine returns control to
the main routine after the NYRSIH-1 gammas have been computed..
r
r Flowchart
See figure 3.6.11.1 for a flowchart of the subroutine HGAMMA
a
Listing
Q' iGiNAL RAGF- 15
t[ OF POOR QUALITY ".
NYRSIN is the number of historical years used










































The subroutine PREST calculates variables needed in the estimation step of
the GOAT procedure. 	 The main variable calculated is the X matrix.	 Other
variables found are the B matrix and indexes between the acreage and yield
strata.
Linkages






COMMON Block: Variables Used:
t
See Appendix A for a complete description of the COMMON blacks
COMMON	 ELEMENT VARIABLE INPUT/ ,.





1 1QSR(250) I	 '
2 IDYLSR(250) I
3 CLASSI (250) r -
4 DACES (250) I













COMMON ELEMENT	 VARIABLE	 INPUT/






k, 3 HMATRX(250)	 T l
4 BMATRX(250)	 0
5 GAMMA(250)	 0
r: 6 XMATRX(250,;,250)	 0















BOT Summation of the historical acreages for the Class I
5 strata of the ratio year.
HO Summation for the Class I strata for tie historical
acreage	 ys9 uared,divided b	 corresponding value of y
the B matrix (h l B	 tit ) '	 {,.
NUH(250) Intermediate value for the A matrix, summation of
yield estimate multiplied by the H imatrix for the
Class	 I.
TOP Summation of the Class I direct acreage estimates.
} GVEC(250) Intermediate vector for calculating the R matrix,





RBIH(50) ^n'termedi.ate vector for. , calculating the X matr ,tx
CHECK The va lue us4)d in	 , hecki ng w Tether the i th element
of Y 
til 




IPAGE A ►t index number for printing the X matrix..
K	 •'	 UPOTNO60Y Intermediate vector`` for calculating the	 ve'ctorw of
equation l0, sec tion 303.
GRPGAM
ill
The estima te for gamma of a group.
u
INGAYS(50) A count of the .number of acreage strata belonging
to the intersection of a group and a yield strattx.
The ,count is ,given for each yield straaq.
IYULD An index for the NUMYS yield strata..
M_
KGROUP An index for-the NGRS group of at-reage strata.
-	 0NE •PNO x . matrix.A constant value for calculati ng tide R
Q
RMATRX(50,50) The R matrix ^1^'equation 17, sectio	 3.3.
r	 XMATHl	 250 Vector of values found in }the multiplication of the






Uni t IMe 	 0escription




The first variable assigned in this subroutine ls-'the 8 matrix.
	
This is a
simple	 addition of the input matrix iiDACES and the computed matrix
NMATRX from the grouping step. 	 Next, the number of : unque yield strata
is counted and a separate vector containing their identifying indexes°is
orgatedw'	 A vector of numbers pointing to the first acreage stratum for
each yield stratum is found.	 rn order to index the yield strata sequentially,
a vector of sequential numbers for the unique yield strata identifying pumhers
is created.	 The X matrix is calculated next using the grouping ^f the
acreage strata.
	
That is equations 18,-17 and then 16	 section 3 * 3, are
:v
applied to each group until the X matix is filled. 	 At the end of this loop
which built the 7 matrix, the estimate for gamma for the group is found by
NN
a„plying equation 11, section 3.3, and is assigned to each acreage-stratum
in the group.	 After the	 -matrix is obtained, the iPN^ termediate vector of c
values used for the acreage and production es-6-imates,	 d,
	
ts, found (A ii”, the
rV
vector of direct acreage estimages).	 Next, the restriction on the X matrix to
have an unbiased production estimate is checked,	 This is done by checking
the individual	 elements of equation la, 'section 3.3, and, for unequal elements,
^-g s
 processing bywriting out an error messa e.	 The PREST subroutine complete	 .	 O 	 ^ a




















































The purpose of subroutine STn.TS is to print a summary of the input data
and the results of the ,grouping algorithm,
l.i nka es








r	 , 	 CALL SCATS
Calling sequence parameters:
None.
COMMON Block Variables Used
See Appendix A for a
	
complete description of the COMMON block yari. ables, -r
COMMON
	 ELEMENT VARIABLE INPUT/
'	 NAME	 POSITION NAME, OUTPUT
,.	 PARAM







'1	 1 IDSR(250) 1r
2 I DYLS'R( 250) .._, f-
3 CLASSI(250) I
4 DACES'(250) I
5 VDACES(250) I	 -
7 YLDEST(250) I
3-80 1
c._.wL:.:`v4_ut-'4 	 . 	 ..	 e,eff .	 .Y,.,, w ^:.x,.sAse. 	 .,, hn ..^55 	 )1	 ,:'t^,l 	 .3L..	 .. ....	 1..	 .,__. _.._ .,	 .L:_.i	 ._x..,nu.r..rrs. s'u. 3 xeuweww..err..x. 	 ^ ^u..s..r........s,	 er.._:..fl._^...z,.._eaw a	 _..
COMMON
	
ELEMENT	 VARIABLE	 INP41T/	 c'
NAME	 POSITION
	 NAME	 OUTPUT
8	 VARTY( 250)_ 	 I
g	 VARESY(250)	 I



















5 	 Disk and/or Printer	 Summar Data or Gro u ping .y	 P
Description
If an acreage stratum is Class I , the coefficient of variation of the direct
acreage estimate is calculated. If the acreage stratum is Class I'T, the
coefficient of variation is zero.
First, user information concerning the crop type and units of area and
production are printed. A scale factor is available, but since no scaling
of the data occurs, it is skipped. This option is included for flexibility
if future refinements call for resealing the input data
3-81
The first part. of the data summa ' ,, is printed. For , each acreage stratum,
this includes the acreage (area) stratum ID, direct acreage estimate,
variance of the direct acreage estimate, coefficient of vari'ation, and the
histori00-4;ea for the ratio year. For each acreage stratum, the second
part of tho summary includes the acreage (area) stratum W. the yield stratum
ID, yield estimate, variance of the true yield, yariance;,of the estimated








The purpose of the subroutine ZONEST is to
(1) Set the IMASK vector to indicate the acreage strata for each zone.
(2) Supply IMASK to the subroutine EST2 for the calculation of acreage
and production estimates and their respective mean squared prediction
errors (MSPE),
F r
	 (3) Print the acreage and production estimates and the respective MSPE
and Root MSPE.
1 1 -
Li nka ec es





Calling sequence parameters: a
None. a
COMMON Block Variables Used
See Appendix A for -a complete description of the COMMON block yartables.
COMMON	 ELEMENT VARIABLE INPUT/
NAME	 POSITION NAME OUTPUT'
PARAM
Ilk 1 NAS I
1DATA
1







r A Area estimate,




IZ Zone ID of the I-th acreage stratum.
p ICURZ Pointer to the current zone,
IMASK(250) Vector which indicates the acreage strata in the F
current zone.
4
IOUT6 Counter used for printing sets of 6 acreage-strata
'IDs -.t




IZONE ID of the current zone referenced by ICURZ.
PMSPE Production mean squared prediction error.
ARMSPE Acreage root mean squared prediction error.
PRMSPE Production rootmean squared prediction erro r, till




Unit Tyke	 Description L
6 Printer	 Standard output for zones.
3-84
Description
The subroutine ZONEST extracts the zone ID from the Wof the first acreage
stratum listed for a zone. Then, for each acreage stratum (from 1 to NASA
with the same zone IDs the corresponding component of the IMASK vector isi
set to 1. 	 of IMASK for acreage strata in different zones retain
the default value of zero). The IMASK vector is supplied to the subroutine
EST2 which returns acreage and production estimates and their respe'tive
mean squared prediction errors-at the zone level. These estimates are
printed: If there are any more zones, the process is repeated, That is
the variable ICURZ points to the next acreage stratum having a different
zone ID and the IMASK vector is reset. If there are no more zones, control
returns to the calling program GOAT.
In order for the subroutine ZONEST to find all the acreage strata in the
same zone, it is assumed that they hate been listed together,: This arrange
mart is ensured by the ZSORT subroutine.
*The ID of the acreage stratum has the form xxyyy where xx is a 2 digit
zone ID and yyy is a 3 digit identification for the acreage stratum in that
















STRATUM IN THE ZONE



















*ICURZ is a pointer to the first acreage stratum in the set of strata composing a zone;
Figure 3 " 4.14.1
	








The purpose of subroutine REGION is to'calculate and print the estimates of acreage
production, and the respective mean squared prediction errors for the entire
region.
Linkages







^-	 Callinu seauence parameters:
None.
3
COMMON Block Variables Used.
See Appendix A for a complet description of the COMMON block variables
A	
^	 ^
COMMON	 ELEMENT	 VARIABLE	 INPUT/



















a	 P	 Production estimate.
t
IMASK(250)	 Vector which indicates all the acreage strata in
the region.





	 Vector holding up to 6 acreage strat ID's of 'the
region.
PMSPE	 Production mean squared prediction error,
k
	
t	 ARMSPE	 Acreage root mean squared prediction error.
PRMSPE	 Production root mean squared prediction error.
UDLINE







Unit	 Type	 Descri tion




The subroutine REGION sets each component of the IMASK vector that corresponds
to an acreage stratum to 1; (The region is defined to be the entire set of
acreage strata.) The IMASK vector is supplied to the subroutine EST2 which
computes the acreage and production estimates and their respective mean
squared prediction errors for the region. These estimates along with the
root mean squared production estimates are printed and control returns, to














Ile purpose of subroutine ARB is to calculate and print the estimates of
acreage and production and their respective mean squared predtcti
. 6n errors
for any arbitrary collection of acreage strata.ii
Linkages






CALL ARB €	 1
Calling sequence parameters:
None.
COMMON Block Variables Used.
See Appendix A for a complete description of the COMMON block variables.
' COMMON	 ELEMENT VARIABLE INPUT/
NAME	 POSITION USED OUTPUT
PARAM
1 NAS I s
1Q NARB T
11 ARBSET(20, 250) I
1 DATA
1 I DSR( 250) T











Tndex over acreage strata,
J I Loop-index.}
P Production estimate,	 a
IARB Index of arbitrary set of acreage strata
s
AMSPE AcrIage mean squared predicti-n-*ror.
IMASK(250) Vector which indicates all the acreage strata in 	 Aa
the arbitrary set.	 0Ai




ITEMP Vector holding up to 6 acreage strata TD' s of the
arbitrary set.
PMSPE Production mean squared prediction error,
ARMSPE Acreage root mean squared predi ction error.
` -	 PRMSPE Production root mean squared prediction error,
	 s>0




Unit Type	 Descri ption
4 6 PM nter	 Standard output for an arbitrary region.
3-91
Description
For each acreage stratum in an arbitrary set, the subroutine ARB sets the
corresponding component of the IMASK vector to 1
	 This information is
received From the ARRSET matrix where there are NAR6 rows-one for each
arbitrary set-and each row contains exactly the information required in
`	 the IMASK vector. For each arbitrary set of acreage strata, the IMASK
vector is supplied to the ,ubrouti ne EST2 which returns acreage and production
estimates and their- respec." ,^ive mean squared prediction errors for this
set;. These estimates are^,9 inted. When the loop over the arbitrary sets
is finished, control returns to the call ing program GOAT.













3.6.1 7 SUBROUTINE EST2
Purpose
The subroutine EST2 calculates the production and acreage estimates along
with their mean squared prediction-error CMSPE) for any given input set
of acreage strata
,,	 Li nka^es 9






`	 Calling sequence parameters:
Argument I 0 Description
IMASK I A vector of 0 or 1 values indicating
which of the NAS acreage strata
belong to the given subset of strata.;'





0 -	 MSPE for the acreage estimate;
PROC 0 Production estimate for the given subset
of strata.
pMSPE 0 MSPE_for the production estimation..'
COMMON Block Variables Used
See Appendi x A for a description of the Common block vapiables
COMMON ELEMENT VARIABLE










































EX(250) Intermediate vector fb`r calculating production estimate. 	 a
The result of multiplying the masked yield vector times
the X matrix.
KG Index for a group of acreage strata:
V1 First term of the production MSPE	 equation 29, section 3.3.
V2 Second term of the production MSPE, equation 29	 section 3.3.




V3 Third term ofthe production MSPE, equation 09, section 3.3.
V4 Fourth term of the production MSPE, equation 29, section 3.3.
V5 Fifth term of the production MSPE, equation 29, section 3.3.
V6 Sixth term of the production MSPE, equation 29, section 3.3.
XO(250) The X vector for the area estimate, equation 29, section 3.3.
SNAR(50) Intermediate vector for V2, ,D
VAI First term of the area MSPE, equation 35, section 3.3
.i
VA4 Second term of the area'MSPE, equation 35, section 3.3
VA6 Third term of the area MSPE, equation 35	 section, 3.3.
XBX Intermediate value for V5.
AREA Acreage estimate for._.,the given Set of acreage si,;rata.
PROC Production estimate for the given sel of acreage strata,
XOC2(250) A value for each C4ro ►ap used in calculating the X vector,
equation 34,	 Section 3.3. +'
AMSPE Estimate of the acreage MSPE..
IMASK(250) Input Vector indicating the given set of acreage strata.
INGRP Group indicator used irl building the SSTAR vector.`
PMSPE
Y
Estimate of the production MSPE.
SSTAR(250) Indicator vector of all the acreage strata in the
coverage set of strata-.	 The union of all groups
having at 'least one stratum in the given- input set of
strata (IMASK),
IY'IELQ Index for the yield,strata.
E.











	 The subroutine EST2 begins with using the `input Vector IMASK to set,the $STAR
indicator vector which points to the acreage stra`ta , in the coverage set.
Next, a constant for each group of the coverage set is found according to
equation 34 section 3.3. The X vector of equdtl,gn 32, section 3.3, I's
calculated and 'is then used along with the di.'rect ,acreage est imates to
find the acreage estimate. - The MSFE for acreage is found Oy-using tfte
calculated X vector and two common blgck.matrices The production estimate
_	 i found next from the common yari'a_oles and the input rMQS!e rector. T"e ; ix
components of production estjmate'MSFE` i, fQund according to equa ton 29,
section 3.3, and then added together!`
r
Flowchart
See figure 3.6.17.1 for a functional flowchart of the subroutine EST2
Listing




















































The Grouped Optfmal Aggregation Technique (GOAT) is operatioral,.,on the
AS-3000 computer at the Earth Observation Divi'sion, Building 17 Johnson
Space Center,'Houston, Texas. The program is run on the ASS-3000 under the
Virtual Machine 370 (VM370) Conversational Monitoring System (CMS) with the
run streams (EXECS) using the control program (CP) command environment.
The user must link and access the disk where GOAT resides with the appropriate
read password. Por example, if the procedure is on account DS40 with read
password RDS40, then the command GETDISK DS40 191 XXX B RR PASS RDS40
will link account DS40 to virtual machine address XXX (where XXX is any 3
digit number other than 191) and access it as the B disk.
A-sufficient storage requirement for execution of the GOAT program is 83ZK
by Ees .
h
The GOAT program requires;
(1) A CONTROL CARD file as described in Section 3.4.1 and
(2) A DATA file as described in Section 3,4.2.
4
The program can run in either an interactive mode or a batch machine node.
If the batch mode is selected, either the module ;DEX370 MODULE must be on
the DS40 disk to supply the userid and name to the batch machine, or if








The run stream or EXEC provides the facility for providing the file-name
file-type, and file-mode for the control card file and the data file. (The
file mode is optional with default to the A disk), There is the facility
for the batch mode or interactive mode, In the interactive mode the output
can be stored on the A disk or`a,6nt to the printer. The console file is'
also stored and printed with the output in this mode. If the batch mode
is used, the user is presented with a menu of available batchimchines,
their time limits, and hours of operation. See figure 4.2.1.
i












































j WHINE PILE 9N DISK FILE	 PRT{ OP' TO
PRI7TER
x
























The command to execute tho program is GOAT. After typing GOAT, the EXEC
prompts the user to enter the names of the control card file and data file
as follows.	 -
FOR THE CONTROL CARD FILE ENTER: FILE-NAME FILE-TYPE [FILE.hPOE]
(Default filo mode: is A
FOR THE DATA FILE ENTER: .FILE-NAME FILE-TYPE	 [FILE'-MODE]
Next, the EXEC prompts the user to choose the BATCH or INTERACTIVE mode as
follows.
DO YOU WANT BATCH OR INTERACTIVE?' ENTER: BAT/INTER





WHICH BATCH MACHINE DO YOU WANT?
ENTER:	 FOR
	
TIME LIMIT (CPU MINS)	 CORE	 TIME UP	
{
I	 BATQUICK	 1	 832K	 24 HOURS
2	 BATSHORT	 15	 832K
	 24 HOURS
3	 BATMED	 45	 832K	 24 HOURS
4	 BATEOD
	 60	 2MEG	 24 HOURS
5	 BATJSC	 240	 2MEG
	
MID-8AM
6	 BATHOUST	 240	 8MEG	 MID-8AM
7	 BATLONG	 500	 2MEG	 MID-8AM
If the interactive mode is chosen, the EXEC will continue with the following
statements;:
DO YOU WANT THE OUTPUT ON A CMS DISK FILE OR SENT TO THE PRINTER?
ENTER FILE/PRT
If FILE is chosen, the output from the GOAT pr`, jcedure will be put on a
user determined disk file which the EXEC requests:
FOR THE CMS DISK FILE ENTER: FILE-NAME
	 FILE'-TYPE	 [FILE-MODE]
Either after this response or the PRT response above, the execution will








NAME _ POSITION NAME DESCRIPTION
PARAMa
1 NAS Total number of acreage strata.
2 NHSYRS Number of historical years
of acreage data,
3 NYRSiH Number of consecutive
historical years that are
used to calculate the H matrix.
4 RATOYR- The index number of the
historical year used for
ratioinp.
5 GAP The number of gap years
. between the ratio year and
the current year.
5 ISCALE Scaling factor for acreage.
7 IUNITS(80) One comment line that describes
the units of acreage and
production.
8 ICROP(80) One comment line that describes y
the crop type. 1
9 JOIN(250,250) A matrix denoting which
acreage strata are eligible
to be grouped with each
stratum.
10 NARB Number of arbitrary subsets	 r
of acreage strata on which 1
estimates are made,
11 ARBSET(20,250) A matrix in which each. row denotes
one of the NARB arbitrary
sets of acreage strata.













NAME	 POSITION NAME DESCRIPTION
c
2 TDYLSR(250) The identifying numbers^of
thy: NUMYS yield strata.
3 CLASSI(250) Indicator vector of the
Class I acreage strata.
4 DACES(250) Direct acreage estimates for
the Class I acreage
 strata.,
k
5 VDACES'(250) Wi thin stratum variance
associated with the direct
acreage estimate.
6 TAREA(250) A vector of the total area
for each of the NAS acreage
strata
7; YLDEST(250) A vector of yield estimates
i for each acreage stratum.
8 VARTY(250) Estimates of the -(year-to-
year) variance of the true
yi el d,
9 VARESY(250) Estimates of the variance a
I
of the estimated yi eld.
i 10 HSACRE'250,10) Historical acreages for each !
acreage stratum for each
historical year,





Number of groups ofacreage
strata.
2 GROUP(250) The group i-ndicator for each
acreage strata.
-3 HMATRX(250) The diagonal matrixcontaining
k' variances corresponding to jA
, the error term of the ratio'
model
	
(equation 1,	 sectioh 3.3).
>>	 4 BMATRX(250) The sum of the two matrices








NAME	 POSIT NA E DES	 PTION
5 GAMMA(250) The estimated value of the
`	
g current gamma for the group
containing acreage stratum,
z^
I 6 XMATRX(25A,254) The optimal' matrix for the
`	 % production estimation
3 (equation 13, section 3,3),
7 XOC1(250) A constant used in the X
vector of the acreage	 ^'
estimate.	 A value is given
for each of the NGRPS groups.
f
r
8 NUMYS Total number of yield strata
9 TYDSEQ(50) The unique yield strata
i deni 4,11,,fi ers of the vector
luY^^jS ►\i,f
10 IRRST(50) ihe`index.number (1 up to 250)
of the first ,acreage stratum
within a yield :strata.`
11 IYD(250) Indexing of yield strata
4 with sequential numbars
0 up to 50)
12 XD(250) The values resulting from the
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In general the GOAT system stops are for error conditions such as faulty
input files, zero divides, DO variable out of range, etc. 	 Each system stop





XX is an assigned number to each of the s%broutines
and
YYY is the nearest numbered label within the given subroutine.
The subroutines of the GOAT system have been assigned the following
1
























"' =	 10001	 Error in reading the inputs files.	 a
i
10110	 The number of records in the input data file was found
to be greater than 250.
10400	 The index of the i'ii stori c oal year used as;, the
p





	 The number for the ratio historical year was found to: ,^
be. greater than the total number of input historical
years.
10440dhTe JOIN matrix was found to be asymmetrc after the
	 ^	 7
matrix was read in.
ik
E
n10999	 Error was found in reading the input fj) a containing
the values for the parameter common block:
10010	 The number of historical acreage years was
s	 found to be greater than 10.
10015	 The number of records in the data file was found to
be less than or equal to zero.
r,tF
20056	 An itola ed Class II acreage stratum was left over in
the searching of Class II's in the grouping procedure.
i
20057
	 An activity indicator of a Class II acreage stratum
3	 was Found to be in error,
20089	 The DO Loo 89 maximum index ra nge was found to be
i^	 p	 g
i	 less than or equal to zero.
2...0100
	 Two Class II acreage strata were to be combined.
20101
	 The JOIN matrix was found to be asymmetric.
20160
	 A check if all Class I acreage s.tra a to be




20219 The DO Loop 219:maximum,range was found to be less than
' or equal to zero.
20220 A C111ss I acreage stratum was to be combined with F
another group, but was not accomplished. 	 This may be
caused''by the structure of the join matrix or because e
of Wt 	 of variances found, y
20251' ` After the JOIN matrix was changed, it was found to be
„ asymmetric.
20530 The actlYity array for the final steps of the grouping
procedure°'was found to be incorrect.
30001 The number of acreage strata in a group was found to
be less than or equal to zero.
30010 The DO Loop 10 maximum index range was found to be
less ',than or equal to , zero
30020 Conditions for a zero divide occurred (BOT)* E
30021 conditions for a zero divide occurred (GAP).
30022 The 00 Loop 30 maximum index range was found to be
:less than or equal 	 to one (it -.should be 2 or ;,more) . 1
_30030 Conditions for a zero divide occurred (BVAR).
30050 -	 Conditions for a zero divide occurred (BMATRX).
30961 Conditions for a zero divide occurred. 	 (BD3),






30070 'Conditions for a zero divide occurred (BMATRX).
1
30071 Conditions for a zero divide occurred (EHIS).
50001 The number of years of historical acreage data was
found to be less than 2.
50010 Conditions for a zero divide occurred (TAREW
r
k 50011 Conditions for a zero divi de occurred (BOT) .
50012 Conditions for a zero divide occurred (HPMAX)
50025 Conditions for a zero divide occurred (E).
50026 Conditions for a zero divide occurred (HISGAM).
50027 Conditions for a zero divide occurred (DEM).
k 50090` Conditions for a zero divide occurred (BOT).
` - -50095 Conditions for a zero divide occurred (TAREA).
50096 Conditions for a zero divide occurred (HISGAM).
-50097 Conditions for a zero divide occurred (TAREA),
ri
50098 Equation 5, section 3:3	 was not satisfied using
4
m ,the esti,,,ated gammas found.





60080	 The index for an arrk►y was found to be out of range.
60081
	
Conditions for a zero divi^de occurred (INGAYS).
60082	 Conditions for a zero divide occurred (VARESY).
60084 The index for an array was found to be out of range.
k	 ^^
60085 Conditions for a zero divide occurred (VARBSY).
9
60086 Conditions for a zero divide occurred (ONEPNG),
_a
60090 Conditions for a zero divide occurred (BMATQX).
60100 Conditions for a zero divide occurred (BMATRX).
60110 Conditions for a zero divide occurred (HU). i
I
°i
60111 Conditions for a zero divide occurred (BMATRX).
60120 Conditions for a zero divide occurred (ROT;`. 4
60230 Conditions for a zero divide occurred (HRATYR).
12030 Conditions for a zero divide occurred (BMATRX),
12040 Conditions for a zero divide occurred (XOC1).
12041 Conditions for a zero divide occurred' (BMATRX).















As explained in section 3.5.2, there is optional diagnostic output. This
appendix gives three example runs with three different options given for the
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